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Aim of action 5.11 

To reach a consensus among SMPAG members regarding the objectives of 
a space mission designed for a NEO characterization, and then the 
instruments that can be made available for achieving it. 

This consensual definition of a ‘straw man payload’ would be available on a 
reasonably short notice for a characterization mission targeted to NEOs 
that present a potential threat.

Lead : CNES

Support from Belgium, DLR, UKSA, ASI, ESA 



Plan for action 5.11 

Planned sequence :

Ø Summarize the outcomes of a study dedicated to Apophis (done) 

Ø Identify some short notice mission scenarios and specify the 
objectives of the associated characterization mission 

Ø Specify the instruments and mission requirements for achieving 
these objectives 

Ø Review available existing instruments and, in case of gaps, 
assess the need for the development of new instruments 

Ø Provide with cost estimates of such instruments, if available 



Mission scenario Radio Science Accelerometer
WAC & NAC 

Camera Lidar
Thermal IR 

imager
Monostatic

HF radar
Bi-static LF 

radar
Seismometer

(+ excitation ?)

Vis&  near
IR spectro-

imager

Fly by X X X X

RV orbiter X X X X X X X

RV orbiter + cubesat X ++ X X X X X X X

RV orbiter + lander(s) X X X X X X X X X

Orbit 
improvement

Enhanced orbit 
improvement

Mass/Density
Mass/Size/ 
Density Mass/Size/Density CoG CoG CoG

Shape Shape

Dynamical state

Surface & 
photometric 
properties

Topography 
& 
morphology

Surface 
roughness

Shallow sub-
surface 
structure

Deep 
internal 
strcture

Deep internal 
structure

Chemical & mineral 
composition (?)

Thermal 
properties Mineralogy

Objective - Instrument table



Screenshot of instrument table (49 entries as of October 2022)
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Instrument table, next step

At this stage, 12 Countries are represented in the table: Belgium, 
France, Finland, Germany, Italy, Japan, Korea, Luxembourg, 
Netherlands, Portugal, UK, USA

Distribution of instrument Excel file to SMPAG members for: 
- Verification 
- Additions
- Introduction of cost estimates



Gaps, orbiters versus fly-bies

At SMPAG meeting in Feb. 2022, we showed that fly-by missions are much more accessible 
than orbiters. 

DART has illustrated the importance of density measurement & internal structure 
characterization for impact (or nuclear blast) deviation methods.

Density & internal structure cannot be characterized through fly-bies

=> On going and future orbiter missions should build up gradually a typology associating  :
Shape / spin / surface properties / topography / morphology 

to 
Density / internal structure

In case of a real threat, if a reconnaissance mission is limited to a fly-by because of lack of 
time or DV capability, it could still provide indirect estimation of density & internal structure.



Back-up slides
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Physical parameters needed for various mitigation methods

Needs a RV


